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The Honorable Donald J. Senese
Assistant Secretary
Educational Research and Improvement
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, s.w.
Washington, D.C. 20202
Dear Don:
Your technology and education meeting
January 31 was a well-planned,
use ful, open, and much appreciated exchonange
of views. Good show.
I was doubly pleased. Firs t, that you
ted my employer. And second,
that I had the good fortune to represeninvi
t
at
your meeting the world's
larg est, independent, professional union. Also
to meet you and to learn something about your , of course, it was good
plans in the area of technology and education.
Sorry this has taken me so long, but during our
promise to send you the enclosed documents: an vis it last January, I did
last year by our Special Committee on Inst ruct NEA policy paper developed
iona l Technology, and a reprin t of Sharon Robinson's "Teachers and Compute
rs."
Fin ally , Don, as you and your asso ciat
plans for your national conference here this summer on technologyesandmake
edu
cation, I hope you will include some of the concerns of classroom teac hers
, many of which were put
on the record during your January 21 meeting.
As
a matter of fact , I would
like to suggest that you consider NEA's Shbron
Rob
inson as a speaker or
panel member at your conference this summer.
She
is
very good, and I'll
be happy to send you some of her more recent state
men
ts on technology if
you'd like to have them.
With thanks and all good wishes.
Your very trul y,
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Robert C. Snider
Professional Development Spe cial ist
RCS: l r
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SUMMARY
The Special Committe e on Instructio nal Technology
was asked to respond to the follo"ing charge, which
originated in new business item lnatructio nal Technology (1980-61):

c. What contract language is now being negotiated between teacher associations and school
boards as a result ofsuch new developm ents?
d. What federal and state legislativ e activity is
related to instructio nal technology?
e. What are the significant research and developmen t activities in this area?

To investiga te the impact of recent advances in instructiona l technology and to make recommendations, if appropria te, to assist teachers in the use of
such technology.

2. That NEA and its affiliates, using its interns! and
externsl communicationa capacity, begin a continuing "technology awarenes s campaign" to inform its
leadership, staff, members , and the public about the
complex issues of technology and instruction.
8. That NEA establish advisory mechanisms with industry that will ensure better communication between teachers and vendors, and at the same time
develop procedure s to ensure a high, uniform qua!ity of the new kinds of hardware and software that
are replacing more traditiona l inatructional materials. Such action is essential since industry has a
unique and powerful inlluence on the introduction
and use of new technology in education.

After study the committe e made the following recommendationa:
I. That NEA gather quantitati ve and qualitativ e inJormation, on a systemati c and continuing basis,
concerning the uses of new technology for inatruction and its various effects. This activity should involve as sources all segments of the teaching profession as well as appropria te sectors of business, industry, governme nt, and the research community.
This activity should be concerned with answers to
such questiona asa. How much and what kinds of new technology are
being used in schools?
b. What are the effects of this use on teachers,
students, and everyone elae involved with it?
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INTRODUCTION

NEA has long been concerned with the implications
of technological development for education. In resolution B-1, Improvemen t of Instruction, the Association

Ironic Technology. NEA's Government Relations unit
supplied information on recent congresaional activity
related to instructional technology and the continuing
work in this area of the Congressional Office of
Technology Assessment. The committee also received
information from regional and state sources.

recommend s-

... that professional educators enter into active
collaboration with research and development
specialists, both in regional educational
laboratories and in industry, to promote technology's potential contribution to education by guiding the development of technology in the most
educationally sound directions ....

NEA'• Continuing Involvement with lnatructlonal
Technology

The work of the Special Committee on Instructional
Technology represents the most recent chapter in the
Association's long and significant involvement with
instructional technology. In 1950, for example, the
NEA was a founding member of what is now the Joint
Council on Educational Telecommunications. The Association at that time played a very substantial role in
persuading the Federal Communications Commission
to reserve channels of the broadcast spectrum for the
exclusive use of educational and noncommercial television.
The NEA Project on the Educational Implications
of Automation wa• begun in 1960 with an unrestricted
grant from IBM. Although the project report, Automation and Ike CliaUenge to Education (NEA, 1962,
190 pp.), did not deal with the idea of automating
instruction, it attempted to define the role of teachers
and their responsibiliti es "in helping to close the gap
between scientific progress and social adjustment
... to help society adjust to these changes." This
need remains today, and it has been compounded by
more recent technological development s which now
make it possible for students to bring their own microcomputers to school.
Perhaps the most perceptive point made 19 years
ago in this NEA report anticipates a major Association policy today: the urgent need for unrestricted
federal support of one-third the cost of public education. The report describes the 1960 tax base for educational support as "badly outdated," and calls for "more
direct federal assistance." The principal effect of such
federal support, continues the report, "could well be
higher and more uniform academic standards
throughout the nation."
Today the incressingly disparate abilities ofochool
districts to support realistically the educational requirements of all youth are in themselves artifacts of a
technological society. This uneven and unfortunate
state of affairs adds another dimension of support for
pre~nt NEA policy to equalize the educational opportunity. Technology, for better or worse, has a major
role in this effort; it is a part of the problem and a part
of the solution.
Over the years, NEA involvement with new technology has been reactive and adaptive. Histori;,.ily
this hllll been neceuary since almost no technology,
ouch, ha• yet been designed specifically and primarily
for school use. As a result, Association programs and

The Special Committee on Instructional Technology
was appointed and presented with the following charge
in response to new business item Instructional
Technology (1980-61):
To investigate the impact of recent advances in instructional technology and to make recommendations, if appropriate, to assist teachers in the use of
such technology.
The committee held three meetings at NEA Headquarters in Washington, D.C., in January, February,
and March. The committee also made school visits in
February in Baltimore and Annspolis, Maryland.
ACTIVITIES AND CONCERNS

The committee gathered a large amount of information, some opinions, and a great deal of speculation
from individua1s and organizations concerning instructional technology and its future in schools. The committee met with officials from industry, the U.S. Department of Education, and the teaching profession.
Individual committee members gathered data and
sampled opinion about various aspects of instructional
technology in their school districts, in the communities
where they teach, and in their states. In some instances, committee members have begun work with
their local and state associations to gather more systematically information about new technology in
schools and its effects on teachers. This baa already
produced some useful data. In Utah, for example, 38 of
the 40 public school districts have responded to such a
committee survey, and results indicate that about 35
percent of the schools (159 schools from a total of 456
reporting) are now using microcomput ers in the
classroom. This use is about equally divided between
elementary and secondary schools.
The committee has requested and received reports,
background papers, and other documentation on many
aspects of instructional technology. Such material has
included a detailed report on the National Conference
on Technology and Education, sponsored by 15 education groups and held in Washington, D.C., in January
1981. Another such report dealt with the U.S. Department of Education's Task Force on Learning and Elec-
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policie• in this area have been largely concerned with
technology transfer . In this process the NEA has
anticipated, and called attentio n to, the positive and
the ne,:ative results ofnew technology in the teaching

We have found it more useful to define technology
as tools in a general sense, including machines,
but also including such intellectual tools as computer languages and contem_porar;v analytic and
mathematical techniques. That 1s, we define
technology as the organization of knowledJe for
the achievement of practical purposes. It is in this
broader meaning that we can best see the extent
and variety of the effects of technology on our
instituti ons and values. (Emphasis added)
Instructional technology, as such, has been studied
ad na111eam during the past 20 years. One major
•tudy-m ajor in that it took a year and cost
$500,00 0-was supported and published by the Committee on Education and Labor of the U.S. House of
Representatives. It was called To lmprot•e Learnin g:
A Report lo the Presiden t and tire Congre•• of the
United Stales by the Commisoion 011 b1Bt1·11ctio11a/
Technology (March 1970, 124 pp.). The most useful
part of this report today may be its definition of instructional technology:

process.

NEA leadership in copyright law revision goes back
to the mid-1960s and is an example of a significant
Association policy dictated by technological change.
Copyright revision has enormous implications for
classroom instruction and is a direct result or new
communication technology in electronic recording and
xerography. Another example of technology transfer
for instruction can be seen in NEA's pioneer work
with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to explore educational applications of satellite
communication.
The Instructional Technology Committee's brief
analysis of NEA's substantial involvement over the
past 30 years with a range of technology-related policy issues has given committee members a fuller understanding of the implications of their assignment.
This, togethe r with committee deliberations about
the present state and future prospects of technological change in education, has convinced the committee
of a growing need for the united teaching profession to
continue its alert and active stance in relation to such
changes and their implications for everyone concerned with education.
The recommendations of the Committee on Instructional Technology, which appear at the end of this
report, are based on the considered conclusions of this
committee:

It [instructional technology J is a systematic way
of designing, carrying out, and evaluating the
total process of learning and teaching in terms of
specific objectives, based on research in human
learning and communication, and employing a
combination or human and nonhuman resources.
to bring about more effective instruction .... In
this •ense in•tructional technology i• more than
the sum 011 its parts.
This commiKBion, chaired by Sterling McMurrin, a
former U.S. commissioner or education, also
caution ed against equatin g technol ogy with
machines, since machines are only one element in
technology, For example, the commission report
states-

l. That the NEA continue its enlightened and progressh·e approseh to emerging relationships be·
tween new teehnology and human behavior
2. That the NEA monitor, evaluate, and publicize
significant applieations of new technology for in•
structional purposes
3. That only in this climate can teachers be arbiters of
educational excellence within a developing

Many observe rs believe, for instance, that fascination with the ffadgetry of instructional television to the exclusion of the idea behind it has often
led to stereoty ped and impoverished uses of the
medium.

What le lnetructlonal Technology?
Most definitions of technology go something like
this: "The science of application of knowledge to a
practical purpose: applied science." The college edition of the Random House Dictionary uses "education" as an example (i.e., "Technology: The application of knowledge for practical ends, as in a particular
field: educational technology'').
"It would be unintelligible if technology were defined as no more than hardwar e," according to Emmanuel G. Mesthene, who directed the Harvard University Program on Technology and Society a decade
ago. In his book, Technological Change (Harvar d,
1970), Mesthene considered the problem of definition:

Today, the term instruct ional technology is usually
a misnomer in that it is seldom used in the sense of a
total system but simply as a newer phrase to replace
such older terms as audiovis ual aids, educational
m«.lia, iMtruct ional commun icatiom , and learning
reoources. Even today, as new hardware is developed
and sold to schools, it is usually called "a new technology" despite the fact that is is most often patched onto
the old "nonsys tem"-lik e lantern slides and movies
as aids and supplements to the classroom teacher.
It is the opinion of the Committee on Instructional
Technology that this "supplementary" use of instructional technology today is very much as it was described 10 years ago by the McMurrin Commission:
Instruct ional technol ogy is today largely
SfiPPlementX;i to the two primary media of ins rucbOn: iTiextb ook and the teacher. Eltminate either of these and the educational system
would be transformed. Eliminate all of the
technology, and education would go on with
hardly a missed lesson.

technology of instruction.
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No matt er how it may even tuall y be desc
ribed,
instructional technology now seems to
involve three
rath er sepa rate but inter depe nden t kinds
of activity:
I. The adap tatio n and use of new technolog
integ ral part of the process of instr uctio n y as an
2. Chan ging the curriculum to include
the
technology in toda y's world, i.e., technologrole of
y as a
subj ect of stud y
3. Anticipating, planning for, and changing
the role of
teachers in the instructional process as
a result of
such technology trans fer.
The quality of definition depe nds on
stan ding of wha t is to be defined. It is a an underconclusion of
the committee that the idea ofa technolog
tion has yet to become operational in a fully of instr ucand practical sense.
At the same time, however, the committee
vinced that the curr ent impact of new techn ifl- coninstruction gives increased impetus to the ology 011
prospect of
a full-blown, universal syste m of instr
uctio nal
technology. The role and in_nuence of
teach
shaping the futur e ~f education in a techn ers in
society will depend 0>1 the abili ty of the teachological
ing profession to antic ipate , plan for, and git.•e
direc tion to
such change. The recommendations ofth e
Com mitte e
on Instr uctio nal Technology are based on
this assumption.

not as a single iKsue but rather as a brOM.d conti
isi,;ueti1 affecting all aspects of educ nuum of
ation and
teoc hing -from purposes to products, from
prsg mati •m to professional prsctice. Most political
problems
produced by technology have to do with
the human I
use or human beings. In his book, The
lllu, ion of
Technique: A Search for Meaning in a Tech
Civilization (Doubleday, 1978), William nological
Barr ett observes tha tHuman creativity exctieds the mechanism
s it in·
vents 1 and is required even for their
intelligent
direction .... Ir we try to nee from our
hum
condition into the computer we only meet an
our•
selve s ther e.
The Committee on Instr uctio nal Tech
tenta tivel y identified man y area s or inter nology has
est
cern for classroom teachers. Here are some and conexamples
from 'the committee records:
I. Man y school adm inist rator s still use
pala ver abou t the classroom bein g a the old
"laborintensive1 cotta ge industry" and stiU talk
without
end about "cost'"E!t'f'ectiveness" in education
consultants, however, have sounded a more. Some
logical
note by pointing out that there is reall y no
ratio
nal
way of assigning cost~rrectiveness to
learning
gains. Wha t, for exam ple, is a two-mon
th gain in
fifth-grade read ing wort h? Until such
questions
can be answ ered , ther e may be little poin
posing a "factory-produetion" model on thet in im-1
school
via new technology.
2. The image of classroom teachers
in relation to

technology seem s now to be much more
positive
than in past years, and even superintenden
ts are
now talki ng in public about the need for
continuing education activities for teachers major
tion "-to computers and other aspects in rela·
of new
technology.
a. All faculty cont racts at Oral Rob ert• Univ
ersit
requ ire that teach ers be 1<illingto"learn abou y
t"
and "use educational technology."
b. One national auth ority has repo rted
teachers who know how to use cornputer8 that
in the
classroom are in great demand. "Do everythin
g
you can to keep them on your staff ,"
he obser\' ed. "Tre at them very nicely."
3. In term s or equalizing educational oppo
rtuni
gains of the past 15 year s may be wiped out ty, the
in 2 or 3
year s by the pres ent une\ 'en use of micr
ocomputers for instr uctio n, large ly in selec
ted and
privileged schools. The committee has also
noted
that a grow ing num ber of more affluent
stud
(in seco ndar y and elem enta ry schools) ha\'e ents
their
own microcomputers at home.

Teachers and Technology
If the problems of new technology were
limited to
unde rstan ding and learn ing the oper
machines, ther e would be no need for this ation of
committee
and its recommendations. Were this the
case, the potenti al of technology in education would
be ba11-en,
indeed, and teac hers would increasing
ly leave the
profession or abandon hope and 1-esign them
seh-es to

I

beeoming subhuman cogs in a mechanist
ic syste

m of
instr uctio n. Nothing, ofco urse , could be
furth er from
the humanistic tradi tions of the teach ing profe
In its coming in\'oh·ement with a technologyssion.
of in•
struc tion. the profession will be faced once
agai n \\ith
the challenge of lead ersh ip-b y exam ple
and by effecti,·e rommunication-the challenge of eon,·
ineing the
public that education is much more than
treat ing student • like so many Pa\'lo,·ian dogs, to be
conditioned
and prog ramm ed into docile acceptance
of a do-ityour self blue p,int of the Good Life.
The problem• associated with technolog
final anaJysis. are probJem:i- of freedom andy, in the
\\'hot-1e freedom? Whoi-e control? As 1i resu control.I
stud)·, the committee urge$ the A::.sociat lt of its
ion to ,·iew
the prob]ems Hnd promit'es of in::.tii.irtional
terhnolog~·

1

4. Ano ther point or view about the use or
com pute rs
in the classroom has to do \\ith the managem
ent of
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int-truction, hand Jing student records
and

repo rt,. One consultant described this as progress
the most

4, Changes in content and format
of instructional

mat eria ls must be monitored by
classroom
teac hers through thei r professional educ
sociations to ensure quality of instructioational asn and curricular coordination.

important computer use since it can
format the kinds of current informati .. instantly
on teachers

need about individual stud ents ."
5. There seems to be considerable agre
eme
expe rts that , as schools make more use nt among
of
ogy, changes \\ill be requil:,,d in the technolr~le_ of
the classl'oom
teacher, including more spec1abzation. perhaps, and certainly more cont
inuing edu-

RECOMMENDATIONS

cation for teachers. And, finally, ther e will
be more
,·isibility of the professional practice of
indiridual
teachel'S who will increasingly work
in teams and
consequently be more dependent on
e,·er
rnh·ed professionally in a system of shar yo!le ined 1nfo1·mation and instruction. There are, of
cour
nega tire aspe cts to this: p1fracy, for exam se, some
hl another reason why such learning syst ple. This
ems
be
carefully planned and de,·eloped \\ithmust
}
full

The Committee on Instructional Technolo
gy recommends:
I. That NEA gath er quantitative and qual
itative information, on a systematic and cont
inuing basis,
eoncerning the uses of new technology for
tion and its ,·arious effects. This activ instrucity
invo ke as sources all segments of the should
profession as well as appropriate seetorsteaching
of business , industry, go,·ernment, and
the
eommunity. This activity should be conc research
erned with

teacher inrolvement.

answeri:i to such questions at-a. How mueh and what kind of new tech

Conditions for Effective Instruction

nology are
being used in schools?
b. Whal are the effects of this use on
hers,
stud ents , and everyone else involved teac
with it?
c. Wha t eon trae t lang uag e is now
negotiated between teae her associationsbein g
school boards as a resu lt of such new deve and
lopments?

The National Education Association
tinues a long-standing and positive posi today coning the use of new communications mediation concernfor instructional purposes \\ithin and beyond the
Association, howe,·er, cautions against scho~Js. The
confusing new
media with the much more complex
concept of a
tech
{
nology of instruction. The Association, ther
efore,
is ,·ommitted to the proposition that
technology in schools ean o~ly become instructional
,·ersal. and generally sanctioned when effective, ~nithe followmg
cond

What federal and state legislative aetiv
ity is
rela ted to instructional technology?
e. What are the signifieant research and
develop-

itions are met:

ment activities in·thit- area?

l. The Association eneourages prop
erly eontrolled

2. Tha t NEA and its affiliates, using its
internal and
extf'rnal

research and tl.e empirieal development
pert s of a new technology of instruction of all asbefore its
u·i<lespread use in schools. School child
ren and

communications capacity, begi
tinuing "technoJogy awarene~s camp n a con•
aign'' to in-

form its leadership, staff, members, and
about the complex issues of technolo the public
gy and instru

their teachers must not serv e Ame iican
industry

aM guinea pigs.

ction.

2. lt is essential that classroom teac
hers
sehool district through thei r local asso in each
ciation be
involved in the initial planning, introduet
use of such technology in thei r sehools. ion, and

3. That NEA establish advisory mechani
sms
dust ry that will ensu re bett er commun with inieation betwee n teachers and vendors, and at the
develop procedures to ensure a highsame time
,
quality of the new kinds of hard ware and uniform
that are replacing more traditional instrsoftware
materials. Such action is essential since uctional
has a unique and powerful intluenee on indu stry
the introduction and use of new technology in
education.

3. All teac hers whose professional prac
tice and responsibility will be affected by this new
tech
must be provided with adeq uate continuin nology
g education.
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TEACHERS AND COMPUTERS'
Sharon P. Robinson'
National Education Association

It is a genuine pleasure for me to be with you
tonight. I hope this occasion will mark the beginning
of a closer relationship between our two organizations.
The kind of relationship I have in mind might be
expressed by some in the bloated language of
pcdagcsc, something like this: "A multi-level,
mutually meaningful, continuing and viable dialogue
based on ... etc."
But this kind of soft gobbledygook docs not express
what I have in mind. And I am not prepared to express
this idea in the language of "computerese" - but I do
understand that computers have given us their own
rather specialized 'I language" problems.
In any. event, it seems to me that both of our
organizations must share some of the responsibility
and guilt for the Tower of Babel now standing between
teachers and computers. Misunderstanding is
widespread - in some circles - about the role of the
teacher and the role of the computer in the process of
educating youngsters.
What I do have in mind can be said in plain English:
The interests of our two groups converge in the
classroom. Both groups want to improve the quality of
education. There is a certain amount of misinformation and suspicion within our combined
memberships about what each group is up to and why.
We should, therefore, take w.hatcver steps arc
necessary to more fully understand the purposes,
policies, and programs of our two associations.
This, of course, will be only a first step in what
could become a significant effort to improve the
quality of both teaching and learning, while at the
same time shaping the future of instructional
technology.
The National Education Association now has a
committee at work on this problem. Its charge is: "To
investigate the impact of recent advances in instructional tectinology and to make recommendations,

if appropriate, to assist teachers in the use of such
technology."
If you are troubled by the term "instructional
technology," you have a lot of company. The difference between a microcomputer and a technology of
instruction may be in the eye of the beholder; or, it
may be the difference between a Band-Aid and a
comprehensive system of health service. But I can
assure you that the nine classroom teachers who make
up this important NEA group have some of the same
concerns you do. Their first report will be issued soon
with recommended policy options for the united
teaching profession. It is here, it seems to me·- in the
realm of policy development that our two
organizations can be of considerable help to each other
and to the publics we each serve.
My work with this group, which is officially known
as the NEA Committee on Instructional Technology,
has provided us· opportunities to visit classrooms
where various computers and other promising bits of
instructional technology are in use. It has also made it
possible for us to visit with and gather a great deal of
information from teachers, industrial leaders, and
others in all parts of the country who are involved with
and concerned about various aspects of a technology
of instruction - including, but not limited to, the
computer.
In the middle of all this, I accepted your kind invitation to speak here tonight. As our date drew closer,
I began to think about the audience - experts in the
development of computer-based instructional systems;
and the occasion - a banquet. As I thought about this
several weeks ago, I wondered what ADCIS banquets
were like. (I can see now that they are no different than
NEA banquets.)
One dictionary describes a banquet as "a feast; a
sumptuous entertainment of eating and drinking,
followed by speeches." And, from my days as an
English teacher, I r~I something like this about
banquet speeches:

or

· Remarks made al the Banquc1
rhc Annuaj Conference of the
A~\oc1a1ion ror the Development of Compucer-Bascd lnsnuciional Systems
in Atlanta. Geor1ia, March 4, 1981.

These dinner speeches tire me, they are tedious,
flat, and stale:
From a hundred thousand banquet tables comes
a melancholy wail,
As a hundred thousand banqueters sit up in fancy dress,
And salute each mouldy chestnut with a signal of distress.

'Dr. Robin-.on is the Director of lnsiru~tion and Profnsional Devdopmcnt, Na1ional Education A~\ociauon. Request for rcprin1s should be addrt\\ed to the a1uhor 11 thi: Na1ional Educaiional Association, Instruction
.int.I Prof~,ional Development, 1201 16th 51., N.W., Washin11on, O.C.
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Will it be "minimum-competency ches1nuts" or will

it be "basic skills brandy"? You might prefer

something closer to your own field of interest: an
"Appl e aperitif" or a "digital demitasse."
Perhaps the most ironic (and, at the same time,
threatening) phrase in the new vocabulary of the
computer classroom is "terminal time." And, for the
after-dinner speaker, "terminal time" follows the
dessert.
"Wha t," I asked myself, "do after-dinner speakers
have in common with the new generation of
microprocessors, Apples, Pets, and PLAT O's?"
Both can be cost-effective, and both can be readily
available for input, output, and interface - on-line
and off. Both are often microcosmic symbols of larger
and better mainframe constituencies.
Only one, however, can be turned off by pushing a
button.
Both are essentially human-dependent ... although
one of us may be more labor-intensive than the other.
In each case, excellence of performance is completely
dependent on the quality of programming assuming, of course, that the machine and after-dinner
speaker are both operating within the range of nor·
malcy.
Playing with man-machine metaphors has become a
literary growth industry. It may also have become an
important step toward a better understanding of some
of the great social, economic, and political problems
now facing all of us. It i~ here that we find some basic
assumptions about the relationship between men and
machines; assumptions, incidentally, which, if taken
seriously, will force us to probe such fundamentals as
the purpose of education, and what it really means to
be human in a technological society. Here, for
example, are some of these assumptions:
• All machines, from knife to space shuttle, are
designed to extend human functions, 10 enlarge
our abilities, and io make it possible for us to do
more effectively whatever it is we want to do.
• A second assumption follows naturally.
Machines, in this context, have become a substantial answer to the question, "How ?" - How
can we do this? How can we do that? The answers, of course, are found in our machines. If
we can't do something, we build machines that
can. In this process, we have been characterized
asa "can do" society.

One difficulty with this assumption is that it
neglects the more fundamental question,
"Why ?" When this question is raised, it is often
too late. Many people seem intimidated by
machines (or, more accurately, by what they may
have invested in machines), and the idea of
asking "Why ?" seems increasingly in-

subordinate - insubordinate, at least, to what
can become a mechanistic authority.
"Mechanistic authority," unfortunately, has
become a management technique in schools and
in other essentially human endeavors which
today are increasingly organized like machines.
• Another assumption about man-machine
relationships goes something like this: It is
beneath the dignity of human beings to do
whatever can be done better by a machine.
Such assumptions as these, of course, are dangerous
generalities. Clearly (or, unclearly), they can quickly
lead us into a philosophical thicket of questions about
reality, being, and human value. I am reminded of a
bit of irreverent, but philosophical, graffiti defacing a
university wall in Washington during Inauguration
Week. Three lines. Written by three visitors to this
essential campus station. The first one wrote:
"To do is to be." Jean-Paul Sartre
A second visitor added:
"To be is to do." John Stuart Mill
And finally, from a music - .or political science major:
"Do-be Do-be Do." Frank Sinatra
Technology puts a premium on what is new, and on
better-ways of doing just about anything - including
some things we've never done before. Although
technology has made enormous contributions to our
understanding of the past - Carbon 14, for example
- technology has a basic affinity for only the future.
Usually, it has no time for history.
One example of this may be the current resurrection
- after nearly 25 years - of programmed instruction
and teaching machines, which today are described in much less threatening terms - as software,
courseware, and hardware. During a recent meeting of
the NEA Technology Committee, a top official of a
major computer-software company dismissed the
work of B. F. Skinner (and the entire operant con•
ditioning movement of the 19S0's and '60's) as
"nothi ng more than rote learning." We don't pay any
attention 10 it, he told us.
This know-nothing attitude toward the past which I'm sure is not typical of your industry's
leadership - is illustrated by an apocryphal incident in
front of the National Archives Building in
Washington. A tourist saw Shakespeare's words
carved in marble on the front of the building: "What
is past is prologue." The tourist asked his cab driver
what it meant. "Well, " said the cabbie, "it means you

ain't seen anything yet!"

To do Is to be.
To be is (Odo.
Do-be do-be do.
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The microprocessor and the after-dinner speaker.
Neither of these phenomena would have been possible
in an earlier, pre-industrial society of cottage industries. Without a computer-dependent transportation system and a computer-dependent communication system - not to mention computerdependent credit cards and the hotel industry - our
present technology of conferencing could not exist. If
this were the case, we would not be gathered here in
Atlanta, and we would have no "professional reason "
for such a gathering. Technology generates the need
for new professions. It seems, also, to increase the
need for after-dinner speakers.
As for new professions, the most recent group I
know of is the National Association of Videotape
Librarians. As far as I know, the floppy disc librarians
aren't organized. My favorite acronym is BABEL, a
San Francisco group known as the Bay Area Bilingual
Education League. The San Francisco subway, as you
know, is called BART for Bay Area Rapid Transit,
and a friend of mine out there suggests we rename
METRO, the Washington subway. He wants us to call
it the Washington Area Rapid Transit, WART, since
you never know how you catch it, and once you get it,
it's hard to get off.
New kinds of human relationships are made possible
sometimes necessary
by technological
developments. Technology can also generate completely new industries which in turn develop new
markets based on real or artificially stimulated consumer needs. What may be at work here is the Second
Law of Technology which is that "when something
becomes possible, it then becomes necessary."
When French scientists were asked why in the world
they had exploded a hydrogen bomb, their reply was
simply: "It became possible, and then it became
necessary." The triumph of How? over Why?
All of this may help to explain another tenet of
technology which is that technology always becomes
irreversible and pervasive once it has been introduced
into a society and has shown some promise to serve a
real or an imagined human need in that society. In this
regard, n may 6e of some interest to note that the
machines (the hardware, if you will) which come to the
schools, almost without exception, come from a
larger, non-school technology. For purely economic
reasons, those who develop, design, and manufacture
such things as tape recorders, motion picture
projectors, television equipment, and computers must
rely on much larger markets than schools alone.
Although adaptations are sometimes made for the
school market, the original design of such equipment
is for other purposes.
Thomas Edison was wrong 70 years ago when he
predicted that the primary use of his motion picture
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equipment would be in schools, and that it would
revolutionize education.
Textbooks and other instructional courseware are
developed very specifically for the school market.
These may be some of the reasons why a systematic
technology of instruction has not been developed, and
why at the same time, the quality and character and
use of instructional materials have remained constant.
I was interested to note a comment in this month 's
issue of Creative Computing: "Goo d software is
expensive; pretty soon they will give you the machine
and the equipment but will charge you an 'arm and a
leg' forthe softwa re."
What will be involved in developing an acceptable
technology of instruction, and what can we expect
from the classroom teachers of America in this
process?
My question assumes - and I think quite correctly
- that such a technology will come. Whether it will be
a misguided effort to limit the larger humanistic
purposes of education, or an enlightened effort to free
professional teachers from classroom drudgery,
remains to be seen. Right now the more important
questions about instructional technology are: Why will
it come? What purposes will it serve? How will it
change the role of the classroom teacher? How will it
come? And, who will control it?
A technology of instruction, in the best sense of
what the term suggests, cannot be superimposed onto
schools in a helter-skelter, patchwork approach with a
computer here and TV sets there; with a wedge of
technology further widening the gap between poor
schools and affluent schools.
Any technology of instruction worthy of the term
will require careful, systematic planning and
management. It will force a more careful look at the
purposes, priorities, population, and resources of each
school. This may put rational limits on public expectations of what can be reasonably accomplished in
school. In the process, it may lessen the growing trend
of dumping all manner of social problems on the
school for solution.
Beyond such curricular additives as metric
education, consumer education, drug education,
energy education, sex (and sexist) education, bilingual
education, human relations education, and education
for all handicapped children there is a growing public
clamor for schools to get back to the basics. You will
note that I have not mentioned the obvious need for
teaching computer literacy (to children) at all age
levels.
Several years ago, an associate of mine published a
paper on all this. It was titled: "Can We Go Back to
the Basics in the Mainstream With Career Education
for the Handicapped in the Bilingual Classroom?"
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Will a technology of instruction solve such
problems? The technical answer is very positive; it can
be done. The political answer is on hold - probably
for the next four years. In the meantime, if tuition tax
credits and other proposed approaches to educational
vouchers become federal law, then we may have to
face up to the demise of our enormously successful
experiment with free, universal public education. It
would be a dark day for democracy, and for freedom
and human dignity.
The educational answer is in our hands; those of us
who teach, those of us who work with teachers, those
of us who are friends and alumni of public schools. All
of us must work together; a united effort to save a
democratic educational program that is now the envy
of the world. In the process we can make our schools
even better. And no doubt, in the years ahead, an
emerging technology of instruction will be an important factor in all this.
It is difficult to anticipate the future directions and
results of any new technology. Students of the history
of technology report that in society after society it has
always been impossible to understand technological
change while it is taking place. There is also general
agreement that every new technology will produce
both positive and negative results, which in most cases
are not anticipated by those who develop the
technology. Edison's plan for revolutionizing
education with his movies comes to mind.
The cost-effective instructional uses of micros in
schools and at home are well-known to everyone here.
Other technical developments just around the corner
may soon bring about even greater potentials for
changes in schools. For example, custom printing on
demand of books - any book or any document - in
schools may not be far off, according to a piece last
month in Publisher's Weekly. One copy, five copies,
one hundred copies, the cost will be constant and
prices for this so-called nonimpact printing are now
reported as substantially below the cost of comparable
trade books.
Enough futurism. As the futurists like to say: "The
scenery changes - but only for the lead dog."
Within the next few weeks, as I mentioned earlier,
the NEA Technology Committee will write its first
report. This will be the most recent chapter in the
NEA's long and significant involvement with instructional technology. In 1950 we were a founding
member of what is now the Joint Council on
Educational Telecommunications. At that time we
played a very substantial role in working with the
Federal Communications Commission to reserve
sectors of the broadcast spectrum for exclusive use of
educational and non-commercial television.
Later, in the mid-1960's, the NEA called attention

to the need in educational circles for major revision of
the copyright law as a result of technological changes
in recording and copying techniques. Since then - and
as recently as last month - NEA officials have been
actively working with other groups to protect the
interests of teachers in this important legal field.
Time is short here tonight, but it would be easy to
write a large book on the history of the NEA in almost
every known aspect of instructional technology. I'll
have more to report on this in a few minutes.
For now, let me outline for you some of the more
obvious concerns of our Technology Committee. As
you might expect, teachers want to be involved early
when their school district begins planning in any area
of instruction which will ultimately affect their work
with students. Related to this, of course, is the matter
of in-service, on-the-job training to prepare teachers
before the new hardware hits the classroom.
Several years ago the U. S. Office of Education
supported a major study by the RAND Corporati on to
discover why the hundreds of millions of dollars worth
of educational innovations, funded during the golden
days of ESEA in the I 960' s, did not produce more
substantial results. It is a multi-volume report, but let
me simply say that early teacher involvement in
planning innovatioRs plus subsequent training for
teachers were reported as major positive factors in
those schools where the instructional innovations were
successful and sustained after the federal funds -ran
out.
Hundreds of thousands of teachers know this very
well. A pity they weren't asked. It might have saved a
great deal of money.
Our Committee is also very much interested in the
use of computers by teachers for classroom
management chores: student records, diagnostic data,
progress reports, parent conferences, and the like.
Since llJ0St school decisions are taken by administrators and school board members who are not a
part of the computer generation, the Committee will
recommend that qualified teachers and their local
associations take the lead in the education of parents
and school officials in computer literacy and (why
not?) instructional technology literacy. The time may
have arrived when such groups as ours will use the
news media for this purpose.
Standards - size, shape, interchangeability, etc. have always been a problem with new technologies. At
the outset, every railroad had its own unique track
gauge - a critical factor in several battles during the
War Between the States. In educational technology,
time and again - with movies, tape recorders, disc
recorders - the industry has said: "Wait. Premature
standardization will stifle creative design." And, time
) and again, teachers have waited. Today we may be
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going through a standards hassle again - this time
with micro software and courseware industry. I expect
that our Committee will eventually speak out on this,
but as you know, it is a very complex issue.
An area of great interest to the Committee has to do
with reporting the effectiveness of CAI software. In
1966 the NEA published a 35-page report: Recommendations for Reporting the Effectiveness of
Programed Instruction Materials. It was prepared in
cooperation with the American Psychological
Association And the American Education Research
Association. In its day this document was very
popular, and pans of it were widely reprinted in
scholarly journals.
History may be the science of what never happens
twice; but, on the other hand, the time may have come
- once again - when teachers will want to ask
vendors: "How good are your programs (i.e., your
software)?" And, "May we see your developmental
data?" In a technology of instruction, the ~oncept of
caveat emptor will be obsolete and intolerable.
Here apin, we may have an area of mutual interest
where the NEA and ADCIS will find it useful to work
together.
I would like tc close with another poem. This one I
think is some better than the one I gave you earlier.
This one, at least, is about computers. It was written
by a humanist on our Washington staff. It is called:

The responses from Jonathan and Gevry,
And Kinten with golden hair.
Not a whisper, not even a smile,
Yet I know from the bits and the bytes
That my srudents are being instructed,
Entranced by the bluish-green lights.
A sudden push from the industry,
A sudden 1rant in the fall,
By three R's left unauarded
They have entered our study hall.
They climb into the curriculum,
O'er pl11Jl$, objectives, and goals,
If I try to escape, they surround me,
With carrels, consultants, and polls.

I

They almost devour me with data.
Hard copy is ever replete,
But it beau chalk dust and dinos,
And the students chink that it's neat.

Terminal time in the classroom,
A mix Of the aood and the bad,
A cost effective-bypass,
Of some of the thinp we've had.
Do you think, 0 digital banditti,
Because you have scaled the wall,
Such experienced teachers as 1am
Are not a match for you all?
· Robert C. Snider, © I981

Th~ Compu1n- Hour

Between the sort- and the hartJ.ware.
When lhe tube is beginnina to glower,
Comes a pause in the child"s occupations
That is known as the Computer Hour.

I hear from responses before me
The clauer of data displayed,
The sounds of a leamin1 proaram,
And questions so neatly arrayed.
On my monitor I see from the printout,
Descendinc with electronic flair.

l

A technology of instruction. As we explore the
. promises and the pitfalls, it may become even more
obvious to everyone involved that some very essential
things, which can only be done in school, cannot be
done by machines. It has been said that man has
become the most dangerous animal on the planet, and
that civilization has become a race between education
and disaster.
It may be a race that education cannot win without
technology.
It may also be a race that will not be worth winning
without universal human freedom and dignity.
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